
This is EVANS



Experience the Difference
EVANS is the global leader of solutions for control room environments. Backed by almost 40 years 
of experience, thousands of installations, serving 15 industries, it’s our experience that makes 
the difference for our customers. EVANS has helped clients, integrators, engineers and architects 
with specialized control room environments that support some of the most important operations 
around the world.

EVANS has the largest and most 
experienced team focused solely on 
control room environments in the world.



The EVANS “Why”
Our “what” is pretty compelling, and so is our “how” for that matter. 
But what’s and how’s are not what gets us out of bed every morning; 
it’s our “why”.

We know how high the stakes are for our clients and we know they rely 
on us explicitly for the control rooms that power their organizations 
and missions; it’s a responsibility that we not only accept, we fully 
embrace. The relationships we hold with our clients are built upon a 
solid foundation of trust; and to us, that means everything.

Our unrelenting mission is to provide the very 
best control room environments in the world. 



From consoles to lighting; seating to 
visualization solutions; access flooring 
and custom millwork to acoustics; our 
integrated, fully managed approach 
benefits your project from start to finish.

The breadth and depth of our products 
and services is founded on our vast 
experience. Serving diverse industries 
from public safety to aviation; process 
control to technology; government to 
utilities; EVANS has the expertise and 
experience to deliver the world’s best 
control room solutions for today’s needs…
and tomorrow’s.

Our Holistic Approach is
Your Strategic Advantage

Our experience 
and passion are the 
cornerstones for delivering 
unmatched quality, 
craftsmanship and value, 
every time, without fail.



Projects, not Products

From Concept to Completion

Over the past 40 years, EVANS has developed a reputation for quality, flexibility and durability throughout our extensive array of 
console solutions, and we’re very proud of it. But to us the physical product is really just the tip of the iceberg; the EVANS difference 
goes much deeper. Command Centers are complex ecosystems, not just a room full of fancy desks and monitors.

Our industry leading Turnkey Solutions (TKS) team works with you every step of the way in the deployment of your mission-critical 
operation. From initial design advisory services right through to construction, we manage it all for you. And we’re by your side long after, 
too. Our continued support, maintenance and advisory services enable you to focus on your core business once the project is operational. 

The strength is in the numbers: most people design one or two
Control rooms in their career. EVANS completes over 100 a month. 



Here to Serve

It is our absolute privilege to be able to support 
organizations in the following industries
Aviation:
Air Traffic Control, Operations, Passenger Terminals

Government:
Federal, Military, Cyber Security

Process Control:
Oil & Gas, Petrochemical, Manufacturing

Public Safety:
Traffic Management, 911 Dispatch,  Emergency Operations

Utilities: 
Waste Water, Power  Generation, Electrical    
Transmission & Distribution

From the small municipal 911 dispatch center to NASA’s Mission 
Control; oil refineries to the Pentagon; the air traffic control 
tower in the world’s busiest airports to the power grid in your 
community; EVANS is in your corner every single day. 

The knowledge we have gained over almost four decades is your 
strategic advantage. We apply our learnings from each and every 
project to continually improve how we support our clients.




